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New Upload Progress Bar: Track Your Uploads Easily
My client Mazira.LLC asked me to edit a ‘feature update’ for their software ‘GoldFynch’. Here’s a
‘Before-and-After’ so you can see what I did. . .

Before editing

After editing:
Much shorter; and easy to skim

UPLOADS IN GOLDFYNCH ARE EASY. Uploading in GoldFynch is so easy!
Navigate to “Files” by clicking on the files icon Here’s all you need to do. . .
on the left pane, then just drag and drop files
1. Click the “Files” icon on the left pane.
or folders into the browser window. As a user,
2. Drag and drop files or folders into the browser
you don’t have to worry about the file
window. GoldFynch handles a large range of file
content or type. If you upload an
types; it even automatically decompresses zip
unsupported file, GoldFynch will take care of
files. And each file can be up to 5 GB in volume.
it. Zip files, no problem, GoldFynch will
3. Watch the expandable ‘upload progress’
decompress the zip files. Bottom line,
window and bar on the bottom right of the
GoldFynch makes it easy and simple to upload
screen to get a quick overview of your upload
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files.

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN THE
BACKGROUND?
For us to make it easy for you (the user), we
run a number of computing processes in the
background. So although, the user action
ends with the drag and drop of a file, the
GoldFynch engine is chugging away in the
background.

progress.
4. Leave your browser window open till the
uploading finishes.

So, what’s happening in the background?

Your job finishes with the drag-and-drop, but
GoldFynch’s has just begun. Here’s what it needs to
do:
1. It calculates the file size, estimating the volume
of the file in bytes.
2. It breaks the file up into chunks (a process
When a file is dropped on the browser
called chunking). These chunks can be sent to
window, these things happen in the
the cloud more quickly and efficiently than an
background :
un-chunked file.
 File size calculation – GoldFynch
3. It checks the file’s ‘fingerprint’. Once the file
estimates the volume of the file in bytes
chunks are on the GoldFynch cloud, they are put
 Chunking – The files can’t be sent to the
back together. But GoldFynch needs to confirm
cloud as a complete unit, instead for
that the reconstituted file is the same as the
efficiency and speed, the files are
original. It does this by referring to the file’s
broken up into chunks. This process is
unique fingerprint (called a file hash), to see if it
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called chunking
Fingerprinting (or file hashing)- Also
known as file MD5 calculation. After the
file chunks are sent to the
GoldFynchcloud they have to be
reconstituted (or merged into a single
file). Once the reconstitution is
complete, GoldFynch needs to know
that the file you uploaded is the same
file on the GoldFynch cloud. To do that
it uses a unique file fingerprint, called a
file hash. By comparing the file hash
before you uploaded the file, to the file
hash after reconstitution GoldFynch can
detect if there are any errors.

SOUNDS LIKE A LOT?

is the same in both the original and
reconstituted file. This process is also called file
MD5 calculation.

That’s why the new progress bar is so
useful.
There’s a lot going on behind the scenes, right? But
the old progress bar didn’t reflect this. It didn’t
account for chunking and fingerprinting. When data
was being moved from your computer to GoldFynch,
the bar would be active. But when GoldFynch was
chunking and fingerprinting, the bar would look like it
had frozen and users would wonder if GoldFynch had
crashed or hung. This was especially an issue for
really big files; say, bigger than 400 MB.

We’re glad we were able to fix things. GoldFynch
Well, for a human maybe, but, for a computer works hard and deserves the credit. Plus you are in
it really isn’t that much of extra work, and as the loop now. Have fun uploading!
a user you won’t notice it, unless…. the file is
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really big, like bigger than 400 MB. At the
moment GoldFynch can handle single files up
to 5GB in volume. (We’ll write a different blog
on file sizes, since this one is focusses on the
upload only).
With big files, the chunking and fingerprinting
can take a while, after which the actual
upload begins. Previously, we only showed
progress for the actual data transmission
from your computer to GoldFynch. But, that
was misleading, because the chunking and
fingerprinting weren’t linked to the progress
bar. As a user you might think that GoldFynch
crashed or hung, during these processes,
since the progress bar was not moving.

GOOD NEWS.
We fixed all of that. By linking the background
calculations, you can now see the exact
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upload progress. Remember to leave your
browser window open during the upload!
Click on the upload notification icon on the
bottom right after uploads, to monitor
progress.

WHEN IT COMES TO E-DISCOVERY
FILE UPLOADS GOLDFYNCH GOT
YOU COVERED!

